THE SNAP-ON® APOLLO D8 GUIDES YOU TO ANSWERS.

WHICH LEADS TO SOMETHING ELSE: CONFIDENCE

Now you don’t have to be a master tech to perform like one. The Snap-on Apollo D8 gives you the advantages that build your skills as well as your confidence.
INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTICS
MAKES THE SNAP-ON APOLLO D8
THE INTELLIGENT CHOICE.

Now you don’t need the most high-end tool
to get high-end advantages and features.
Intelligent Diagnostics software makes the
Snap-on Apollo D8 the most intuitive, versatile
diagnostic tool the industry has ever seen.

THE ADVANTAGE OF TECHNICAL SERVICE BULLETINS.

The Snap-on Apollo D8 also gives you access
to OEM TSBs that are specifically related to the
vehicle you’re repairing and the DTC. And it’s
all just a click away.

SAVE TIME BY ELIMINATING UNNECESSARY STEPS.

The Snap-on Apollo D8 gets you to the
answers faster by guiding you straight to the
problem. With no wasted steps or guesswork.
And that equals greater productivity, day in
and day out.

QUICK ACCESS TO FUNCTIONAL TESTS AND RESETS.

The Snap-on Apollo D8 puts functional tests
and resets to verify component operation
right at your fingertips. Easy-to-follow reset
procedures then help you complete the repair.

“THE NEW SNAP-ON APOLLO D8 GIVES ME THE CONFIDENCE TO DO MORE THAN I EVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE.”

NOW EXCUSE ME WHILE I GO HANG THIS BAD BOY ON THE HOIST.”
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SURETRACK® PROVIDES EVEN MORE CONFIDENCE.

This exclusive Snap-on feature gives you Top Repairs and Real Fixes for the specific vehicle and DTC. The knowledge and verification come straight from thousands of expert technicians who’ve already solved the same problem.

SMART DATA MAKES IT EVEN SMARTER.

Its Smart Data feature automatically configures the display to show vehicle parameters (PIDs) relevant to the fault code. And it saves you even more time by filtering out non-related data parameters.

SPEND YOUR TIME FIXING, NOT SEARCHING.

Although its features are advanced, the Snap-on Apollo D8 is intuitive to operate and simple to learn. It has a built-in demo that guides you step-by-step through its main features. So you don’t have to be a diagnostic expert to master it.

THE ADVANCED TOOL FOR THE MASSES.

The Snap-on Apollo D8 offers features and advantages that used to be limited to more expensive diagnostic tools. But now Intelligent Diagnostics puts it all within your reach.

“NOW I’M GOING TO PULL THIS RIM OUT WITH MY BARE HANDS.”

SureTrack® provides real fixes and tips from thousands of techs who’ve already solved the same repair problem you’re facing.

Smart Data highlights vehicle data that is out of expected range.

SureTrack® provides real fixes and tips from thousands of techs who’ve already solved the same repair problem you’re facing.

SureTrack® gives you the added assurance of multiple verification for the correct fix.
SNAP-ON APOLLO D8 FEATURES:

- Simple to learn and operate: there’s even a demo to help you get up to speed with Intelligent Diagnostics
- OEM-level data
- Functional tests and resets
- Super fast boot-up – ready to work in 5 seconds
- One-touch code-scan and clear
- Advanced graphing features
- Steady-charge lithium-ion battery charges automatically through vehicle connection
- Easy touchscreen and thumb pad navigation
- 8-inch screen with enhanced readability
- Print and share using ShopStream Connect™ software

WHAT MAKES INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTICS SO SMART?

SMART HOME PAGE:
All the information needed is on one scrolling, easy-to-navigate screen.

TSBs:
You can quickly access the TSB codes that are specifically relevant to the vehicle you’re repairing.

SMART DATA:
You’ll get information on the specific codes for the specific car you’re working on.

SURETRACK:
SureTrack® provides real fixes from real technicians who’ve successfully solved the specific problem you’re dealing with.

FUNCTIONAL TESTS AND RESETS:
Easy-to-follow reset procedures then help you complete the repair.

Accessing all the Intelligent Diagnostics functions requires an applicable software agreement, which more than pays for itself through its depth of information and time savings.

“QUESTION IS, WHAT WILL THE NEW SNAP-ON APOLLO D8 GIVE YOU THE CONFIDENCE TO DO?”

To find out what Intelligent Diagnostics live on the Snap-on Apollo D8 can mean for you, talk to your Franchisee or other sales representative.
THE INDUSTRY’S SMARTEST CUSTOMER CARE SUPPORT.

When you choose a Snap-on diagnostic tool, you not only get the industry’s smartest diagnostics, you get the smartest and most responsive customer support to go along with it. Today. Tomorrow. And over the long haul.

Experienced Snap-on Customer Care Representatives are available at diagnostics_support@snapon.com and during normal business hours on our Customer Care Hotline at 800-424-7226. Se habla Español.

To learn more about any of our diagnostic solutions, talk to your participating Franchisee, other sales representatives or visit diagnostics.snapon.com